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Turn the volume up and let your students be heard. Even during 
social isolation, give your students the opportunity to have a party of 
one with the JBL Partybox On-the-Go.

Ideal for students that have taken up karaoke as their new hobby 
while remote learning, this portable speaker comes with a strap and 
wireless microphone making it easy to carry around their house, 
room, or wherever they may be. 

Apple is carbon 
neutral and they 
are committed to 
making all their 
products carbon 
neutral by 2030. 
Source: Apple

Party and Sing Along
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Stock up on the Top 
Selling PopGrips

Check out the most popular PopGrips at The Douglas Stewart 
Company to make sure you are bringing in inventory that will sell. All 
PopGrips are swappable, making them the ultimate accessories to fit 
every student's personality.

iPhone 12 sales are 12% better  
than iPhone 11 and analysts expect  
the iPhone 12 series could be the  
best-selling iPhone series in history. 
Source: GizChina
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Stylish Protection 
for Air Pods

Make sure your students have premium protection for their Apple  
Air Pods. LAUT’s Air Pod cases keep Air Pods protected while matching 
your students’ style. Laut’s Air Pod case features a hard outer shell and 
is thin enough to charge Air Pods with the case on.
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Protection for iPad® Air 4 
Give your students 360° protection for their iPad Air 4 with Moshi’s 
VersaCover case and iVisor screen protector. 

The origami inspired VersaCover case provides superior protection 
and supports multiple viewing angles. Features microfiber-lined cover 
with a magnetic closure to protect the touchscreen and Apple Pencil. 
The case mounts to metal surfaces for hands-free viewing.

Apple hit an 
all-time record 
revenue closing 
their Q1 2021 
Fiscal Year— 
up 21% year  
over year at  
$111.4  billion.  
Source: Apple
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Help Students Live 
Their Life Easy

Make sure your students have accessories 
to make their workstation simpler and more 
organized. Satechi has the accessories your 
Mac students need to increase productivity.

iPhone is Apple’s most 
valuable product and has 
been since 2008. 
Source: Business of Apps
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Transform How 
Your Students Use 

Their iPad and 
MacBook

Brydge gives iPad users the ultimate 
flexibility. Easily add a keyboard or hub  
to expand the use of iPads.
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Newest, Affordable  
True Wireless Earbuds
Dime True Wireless Earbuds are an affordable earbud providing 
users 10-12 hours of music (3-4 hours in earbud and 7-8 
additional hours with charging case). These earbuds are IPX4 
sweat and water resistant and feature a full suite of controls, auto 
on/content, and activate assistant.

Dime True Wireless coming soon.  
Contact your DSC Account Manager for updates.
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StandUp  
Apple Watch Charger

The StandUp will make any Apple Watch feel right at home. 
Perfect for on a nightstand, at the office, or in a dorm room 
to keep Apple Watch charged and easily viewable. 

Scout Go Power Bank & 
Apple Watch Charger

This portable charger accommodates any charging need 
while on the go. Scout Go has a built-in Apple Watch 
charging dock, USB input for mobile devices, and enough 
juice to make sure their day is always moving.

Ultimate Charging  
for Apple Watch

Apple Watch 
holds 50% of 
the smartwatch 
market. 
Source: Business of Apps
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